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Abstract
In regression models for duration data it is usually implicitly assumed that all
variables are measured and operationalized exactly If measurement error is present	
however	 but not taken into account	 parameter estimates may be severely biased
The present paper studies measurement error corrected estimation in the context of
a huge class of parametric duration models The proposed quasilikelihood based
method easily allows 
 as long as no censoring occurs 
 to deal simultaneously with
covariate measurement error as well as with measurement error in the duration itself
and yields estimates with sound asymptotic properties A general formula for the
measurement error corrected quasiscore function can be derived	 which is valid for
most of the commonly used parametric duration models
Keywords Measurement error in covariate and duration errorinvariables paramet
ric survival analysis parametric duration models lifetime data accelerated failure time
models Weibull model loglogistic model quasilikelihood
  Introduction
Duration analysis studies for every i       n the time T
i
 in which the unit i changes
from an original state into an absorbing state death rst occurrence of a certain disease
etc	 This paper concentrates on parametric regression models cf Section 
 for more
details references and examples	 for the relationship between T
i
and covariates This
means that T
i
is taken to be distributed according to a certain type of distribution
which is assumed to be known up to few parameters some of	 which may vary with the
covariates
A typical problem in applying regression analysis to real data is the presence of measure
ment error Often there is at least	 one covariate X
i
of theoretical interest which cannot
be directly observed or measured correctly
 
However if one ignores the measurement
error by just plugging in substitutes or incorrect measurements W
i
instead of X
i
naive
estimation	 then all the parameter estimates must be suspected to be severely biased
Errorinvariables modeling provides a methodology which is serious about that fact and
develops procedures for adjusting for the measurement error
 
According to the literature the term measurement error is only applied to continuous variables The
corresponding problem for discrete variables misclassication is not addressed here

Already in the eighties the eects of covariate measurement errors had been extensively
studied for the standard linear model and several powerful methods for adjustment in
that case had been developed eg the books of Schneewei and Mittag  and
Fuller  for a recent monograph on this topic see Cheng and van Ness 	
A summary of the state of the art up to  in nonlinear models is provided by Caroll
Ruppert and Stefanski 	 Measurement error in casecontrolstudies is reviewed
in a comprehensive way by Th

urigen et al 	
In contrast to its practical importance measurement error has not yet attracted much
attention in duration analysis To the authors knowledge for quite a long time the papers
by Prentice 
	 Pepe Self and Prentice 	 Clayton 	 Nakamura

	 and Hughes 	 had more or less formed a complete list of the work dedicated
to covariate measurement error in duration analysis Recently however the discussion is
becoming a bit more vivid by the contributions of Wang et al 	 Hu Tsiatis
and Davidian 	 and Kong Huang and Li 	  some other work is said to
appear soon
All these papers concentrate on covariate measurement error in the Coxmodel A fur
ther issue which is of particular importance for duration analysis was raised by Holt
McDonald and Skinner 	 see also Skinner and Humphreys 	 and the
references therein	 They give empirical evidence that especially in retrospective studies
the duration time itself may be subject to a measurement error which is denitely not
of a negligible size Assuming correctly specied covariates Skinner and Humphreys
	 discusses such measurement error in the dependent variable in a Weibull model
One general methodological principle to deal with measurement error is quasilikelihood
based measurement error correction In particular this idea underlies the work of Arm
strong 	 Liang  Lu 	 Caroll et al  Section  and Appendix
A	 and of Thamerus  	 which is closest to the development here
An application or even a comprehensive critical investigation of that methodology in the
context of duration models is still lacking The present study wants to contribute to this
question by investigating measurement error corrected quasilikelihood estimation in para
metric duration models More specically the paper is organized as follows Firstly some
aspects of parametric duration models are briey reviewed In section  the measurement
model for the covariate and the assumption underlying it are described Section  turns to
covariate measurement error correction via quasilikelihood Using a supermodel which
comprises the most prominent duration models it is possible to arrive at general results
which can easily be specialized to cover the specic model considered The general form
of the measurement error corrected quasiscore function is derived Solving it yields con
sistent and asymptotic normally distributed parameter estimates which furthermore can
be shown to be ecient in a generalized sense of the GaussMarkov theorem
Section  and section  are concerned with the problem of  separately or additionally
 dealing with messy observations in the dependent variables T
i
 Measurement error in
the narrower sense as occurring in particular in retrospective studies cf the note above	
can be easily dealt with in the framework developed the general formula for the mea
surement error corrected quasiscore equation can be appropriately extended In the case
of right	censoring however the method comes up against limiting factors While the
usual likelihood approach is straightforwardly adopted to noninformative random cen
soring this seems not to be possible for quasilikelihood techniques In the likelihood
function the density of the censoring variable appears as a proportionality factor not in
uencing the place of the maximum whereas the rst and second moments needed for
quasilikelihood estimation depend on the censoring mechanism in quite a complex man
ner Some attempts to extend the approach to deal with censored observations indicate
that a general formula analogous to the one above can no longer be expected But it
may still be possible to derive solutions using specic properties of the parametric model
assumed


 Common parametric duration models
  Parametric duration analysis
In parametric duration models the individual duration time T
i
 i       n is assumed
to follow a distribution which is taken to be completely known up to few parameters

 
     
q
 Typically one of them 
 
say is allowed to vary with the individual charac
teristics while 

     
q
are assumed to be constant among dierent cases
As is also assumed throughout the paper 
 
is typically a parameter inuencing location
In most cases it is linked to the covariates X
i
 Z
 i
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qi
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Easy accessible introductions to parametric duration models are provided among many
others by the corresponding chapters in the textbooks of Kalbfleisch and Prentice
	Miller 	 Lawless 
	 andBlossfeld Hamerle andMayer 	
A recent comparative study of tting dierent parametric models to biometric data is
Lindsey 	
By many scholars duration modeling had been equated for some time with an analysis
along the lines of Coxs semiparametric model Cox 
	 In the last years however
parametric duration analysis has experienced a slight renaissance and has again attracted
much attention As exemplied by the models below in many situations parametric
duration models provide an interesting alternative against an exclusive use of the Cox
model To mention only some reasons for this In contrast to the Cox model many
parametric duration models can deal with situations where the hazards of dierent units
are not proportional among each other Also the typical feature of the Cox model namely
to do without a specication of the baseline hazard is not always advantageous Often
there is at least some material background knowledge about the basic form of the hazard
rate which should be incorporated in the model In this sense parametric models allow a
more detailed reection of the knowledge which will result in a more powerful estimation
 all the more as parametric models can be constructed from qualitative assumptions
for instance on the underlying diusion process see eg Diekmann  for the log
logistic model	 Furthermore often the time course of the hazard rate itself is of main
interest Parametric models allow to formulate and to test hypotheses on the overall time
dependency like the question Does the average risk increase in time or is it decreasing
   Some prominent parametric duration models
In this section some of the most commonly used parametric duration models are briey
reviewed for further reference In what follows the distribution of the duration time T
i

conditional on the covariates  is always assumed to be absolutely continuous For ease
of illustration the models are mainly described in terms of the hazard rate

T
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The density of T
i
will be denoted by f
T
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 	 Analogous notations will later be used for
the other random variables	
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  The loglogistic model
The rst model to mention in this context is the loglogistic model with shape parameter
 	 


Its hazard rate
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
is nonproportional and of quite an appealing form The hazard rst increases and then
decreases The place of the maximum diers with the dierent covariate values while for
t going to innity the hazard ratio for each pair of units tends to one So this models
maps situations where at the beginning of the time scale the risk strongly depends on
the individual characteristics while for all those who have survived the risky period the
hazards are becoming more and more similar independent of the personal prole Further
illustrations of the model can be gained by studying its derivation from a simple diusion
model eg Diekmann 	 An example of a biometric application of this model in
a slightly dierent parameterization	 is Bennett 	 Outside the biometric context
it is quite prominent in particular in sociology Cf eg Blossfeld et al 	 where it
is used for instance for modeling divorce rates
  The Weibull model
A parametric model leading to proportional hazards is the Weibull model Outside bio
metrics it is quite popular eg in technometrics to describe the failure of machines In
econometrics it is perhaps the model for the distribution of unemployment spells Bio
metric application is studied for instance in Rao Talwalker and Kundu 	 The
hazard rate

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depends on time by a power of t The monotonicity remains unchanged over time The
direction of time dependency is governed by the shape parameter  providing easy ways to
test the hypothesis of increasing or decreasing risk    leads to monotonely decreasing
hazard while  	  corresponds to monotonely increasing hazard containing the Rayleigh
distribution with linear hazard   
	 The special case of constant hazard   	 is
the exponential model
  Accelerated failure time model
Both models the loglogistic one as well as the Weibull model can be derived from a
linear relationship

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by taking the error variables 
i
to be iid standard logistic distributed or standard mini
mum extreme value distributed respectively and by substituting 
 by
 


Other choices of 
i
iid and independent of X
i
and Z
i
 eventually depending on a
parameter vector 	 lead to further prominent models like the lognormal model the
generalized	 Gamma model or as the most comprehensive one the model connected
with the generalized Fdistribution cf Kalbfleisch and Prentice  Chapter 
	
More generally all the models arising from relation 
	 form a particular class of duration

To exclude singularities of the rst two moments     is assumed here

It might be noted that this is no standard linear model	 because in general IE
i
 is not equal to 


models With modelspecic functions h

 	 their hazard rates and survivor functions
have the characteristic form cf especially Kalbfleisch and Prentice  p 	
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This led to the name accelerated failure time models expressing the idea that the covariates
are changing the time scale in the hazard function and the survivor function In what
follows it is additionally assumed that the moment generating function of 
i
and its
derivative exist in a suciently large neighborhood to the right of zero


 The measurement model for the covariate
The basic preparation for any measurement error correction is to lay carefully down
and check	 the assumptions on the relationship between the unobserved variables often
called gold standard	 and their observable counterparts In detail the assumptions listed
below and commented later underlie the study of measurement error correction in section
 They will be supplemented in section  to allow for measurement error in the duration
time too
 Assumptions
A Only one covariate X
i
say is measured with nonnegligible error whereas the other
covariates Z
i 
    Z
iq
are taken to be more or less	 exactly known
A
 T
i
is measured without error This will be relaxed in Section 	
A Additive measurement error W
i
 the incomplete measurement of X
i
 is related to
X
i
via
W
i
 X
i
 U
i

A U
i
is independent of T
i
 X
i
 Z
i
and U
j
i       n j  i	
A Possibly heteroscedastic	 Normal error U
i
 N  

i
	 with 

i
known i       n
A Structural measurement model X
i
is stochastic
A Normal distribution of the unobservable variable X
i
iid
 N 
X
 

X
	
A The conditional distribution of X
i
given W
i
and Z
i
does not depend on Z
i

  A short discussion of some of the assumptions
Ad A In practice this assumption is not so restrictive as it may seem at a rst glance
Often the degree of complexity is indeed rather dierent between the covariates Typical
examples for such situations are studies on the inuence of a certain nutrition habit or the
true doseexposure on a certain disease While these variables are quite dicult to obtain
and may be subject to severe measurement error many other covariates incorporated in

This condition	 which guarantees relation  to be well dened	 sometimes causes restrictions on 

the studies mainly serve as control factors like sociodemographic characteristics	 and
may be determined comparatively exactly
Ad A Taking the error to be normally distributed is quite usual in measurement error
modeling and is  at the moment

 crucial for the method developed in the sections
below Nevertheless of course this can be criticized
Often it makes sense to assume homoscedasticy In principle the approach allows for
homoscedastic measurement error too The requirement that the variances	 should be
known is needed to circumvent problems with the identiability of the parameters A real
data example of a situation where at least reliable estimates are available is the radon
study of Thamerus 	 where each W
i
itself is the average of several measurements
W
i 
   W
iq
i

Ad A Since the covariate measurement error correction studied below is based on the
conditional distribution of X
i
given W
i
 this provides an indispensable requirement The
proposed procedure seems not to be transferable to socalled functional measurement
error models which assume a nonstochastic character of X
i

Ad A The typically unknown parameters can be unbiasedly estimated from the sample
mean
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 In what follows these estimated values are treated as if they were the
true parameter values Uncertainty in their estimation is not taken into account
It should be possible to relax the normality assumed along the lines of Thamerus 	
to allow for mixtures of normal distributions
Ad A	 This requirement may be tricky Its appropriateness may be dicult to justify
empirically Therefore robustness of the results with respect to this assumption should
be carefully investigated
 Some properties resulting from assumptions A	 to A
	
Mainly two properties deducible from A to A are needed repeatedly in what follows
Firstly it can be concluded that T
i
and W
i
are conditionally independent given X
i
and
Z
i
 This means that W
i
does not provide information on T
i
which is not contained in X
i
and Z
i
and therefore would be superuous if X
i
were known According eg to Caroll
et al  p f	 one speaks then of nondierential measurement error and calls W
i
a surrogate variable for X
i

Secondly the conditional distribution of X
i
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Since given W
i
 the quantity expb  X
i
	 is lognormally distributed for every real b this
leads to
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Some further research to extend the method developed below to other error distribution like the skew
normal distribution in the sense of Azzalini  is still in its infancy

 Covariate measurement error corrected quasilikelihood
estimation
While the ideal model without measurement error is specied in terms of Y
i
 Z
i
and
the unknown variable X
i
 the estimation of the parameter vector   
 
T
 

 
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can of course only be based on the observable quantities Y
i
 W
i
and Z
i
 Since as already
mentioned in the introduction naive estimates gained by just plugging in W
i
instead of
X
i
may be severely biased more elaborate estimation procedures are needed which are
serious about the measurement error They should be able to take the measurement error
into account in the estimation procedure by using the relation between the observable
and the unobservable quantities formulated in the measurement model
The likelihood function which is based on the observable quantities only is not available
in the models considered here One has to search for a method which does not use the
full likelihood but is nevertheless ecient
 Some principles of quasilikelihood based measurement error
correction
A promising device seems to adopt the quasilikelihood approach Quasilikelihood  as
introduced byWedderburn 	  is a general method for parameter estimation based
on the rst two moments only rather than on the full likelihood Given mean functions
m
i
	 and variance functions v
i
	 of independent random variables Y
i
 i       n the
quasi
likelihood estimate
!
 is dened to be the root of the socalled quasi
score equation
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Under some regularity conditions quasilikelihood estimates have a lot of desirable prop
erties cf below	
In several dierent settings quasilikelihood has proven to be a powerful easy to handle
tool to adjust for measurement error in a covariate To prepare the discussion of its
eectiveness and its limitations in parametric duration models the general principle of
the way how it will be used here has to be briey sketched cf especially Armstrong
 and Thamerus  	
The leitmotif of quasilikelihood based measurement error correction is the insight that
the mean functions and the variance functions of the data with measurement error can
be directly expressed in terms of the mean and variance function of the ideal model
without measurement error and its parameters One applies the theorem of iterated
expectation and the decomposition formula for variances and uses the nondierentiability
of the measurement error cf section 	 Then the conditional moments IET
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Solving the corresponding quasiscore equation which will be called measurement error
corrected
	
quasi
score equation
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 the measurement error corrected quasi
likelihood estimate
Therefore for each of the models considered measurement error corrected quasilikelihood
estimation consists of the following steps
 Calculate the ideal mean and variance function#
 Correct them along the lines of 	 	 and 	#
 Solve the quasiscore equation 	  for instance by the IRLS algorithm cf egMc
Cullagh 	#
  Covariate measurement error corrected quasilike lihood es
timates
To apply the agenda just described to arrive at covariate measurement error corrected
quasilikelihood estimation in duration models one can take prot from the fact that many
of the models possess a common structure  namely that they are of accelerated failure
time type In the context considered here this is of great importance It can easily be used
to calculate the general form of the ideal mean and variance functions as well as  based
on this  to derive common expressions for the measurement error corrected mean and
variance functions and therefore for the measurement error corrected score function So a
framework is provided which allows to deal simultaneously with many duration models
From the linear relationship 
	 between logduration time and the covariates character
izing accelerated failure time models one immediately obtains the mean and the variance
functions of the ideal model Presupposing its existence the moment of any order r
about the origin conditional on Z
i
and the unobservable X
i
 is
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and M

 	 is the moment generating function of one of 
 
 It is worth noticing that this
factor does not depend on the regression parameters and the covariates Furthermore it
is the only term which varies with the underlying parametric distribution
For the two models explicitly exemplied in section 

 one obtains

The justication for the term measurement error corrected is handed in later in Proposition 	 where
the properties of the estimates are described
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r
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   r	 in the generalized gamma model with shape
parameter  containing the usual gamma distribution by specializing 
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with the generalized Fdistribution with parameter 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and 

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p
   r	
 
 in the standard	 logLaplace model
It should be noted that the arguments and the calculation following are also valid if c
r

	 is
not exactly of the form 
	 It is sucient that c
r

	 does not depend on the covariatesX
i
subject to measurement error and is dierentiable with respect to 
 Important examples
for this are accelerated failure time models with multiplicative measurement error in the
duration time cf section 
	
To derive the measurement error corrected mean and variance functions for all these mod
els one brings together the general relation between mean and variance functions of the
ideal model and their counterparts from the model with measurement error formulated
in 	 	 and 	 with the results on the conditional distribution of the unobservable X
i
given the observableW
i
concluded from the assumptions A to A on the measurement
model cf sections  and 	 Accordingly using 	 and 	 as well as 	 and 	 or
	 together with 	 and 	 one obtains  by additionally taking into account that c
r

	
does not depend on the covariates  the measurement error corrected mean and variance
functions
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They have to be inserted into the measurement error corrected quasiscore equation 	
 Properties of the measurement error corrected quasilikelihood
estimates
One important advantage of using quasilikelihood is that one can simply utilize known
general results on the properties of quasilikelihood estimates in order to establish the
properties of the estimates produced by the method for measurement error correction
proposed in this paper Using the results of McCullagh  p 
	 and ensuring
that the regularity assumptions mentioned there are satised

 one obtains especially the
conrmation that the measurement error bias is indeed asymptotically removed
Proposition  Let
!
 be the root assumed to be unique of the measurement error cor

rected quasi
score equation  Then

Note that in this case the distribution of 
i
is an extremvalue distribution for the minimum  and
not for the maximum	 which is usually tabulated Therefore	 in most formula for the moment generating
function from the literature 
i
has to be substituted by  
i


In some situations this may impose some additional restrictions on  to guarantee the existence of
the third moment
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denoting the quasi
likelihood analogue to the information matrix and with d
i
	 as
the vector of the partial derivatives
 IET
i
jW
i
Z
i
	
 	

	 immediately suggests an estimate for the covariance matrix of the asymptotic dis
tribution It is however not clear whether a sandwich formula may be preferable For
instance Caroll et al  Appendix A	 and Thamerus  p 
	 come to
dierent conclusions with respect to this question
The asymptotic distribution from 	 further immediately yields a way to test the signif
icance of the parameters The application of eg McCullagh  p 
f	 provides
another possibility It guarantees that in the case considered here also a quasilikelihood
function ie a function whose derivatives lead to the measurement error corrected quasi
score function	 must exist Therefore alternatively a test analogous to the likelihood
ratio test can be used This leads indeed to an asymptotically 

distributed statistic cf
McCullagh  p 
	
General quasilikelihood theory yields furthermore a type of GaussMarkov theorem for
the estimates They are optimal under all estimates arising from linear estimation func
tions McCullagh  p 
 cf also especially Heyde  p 
f	 Nevertheless
the eciency might be improved by incorporating measurement error corrected higher
order moments

Slightly generalizing 	 one obtains via the same arguments used
there
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 Measurement error in duration time
In many applications it seems to be quite realistic to suspect the duration times T
i
them
selves to be incorrectly measured or reported Indeed examining as an example data
on the age at menarche rst menstruation	 Holt et al 	 and Skinner and
Humphreys 	 come to the conclusion that measurement error in the dependent
variable may be an important issue especially in retrospective studies
Assuming in a Weibull model all covariates to be measured correctly Skinner and
Humphreys 	 developed a method to correct maximum likelihood estimates for
measurement error in the duration time It is a nice feature of the method under study
here that additive or multiplicative measurement error in the dependent variable can be
handled simultaneously with additive measurement error in one covariate
	
To circumvent singularities in the case of the loglogistic distribution some caution is needed A
sucient condition for the rth moment to exist is to take   r

 Additive measurement error in duration time
At rst an additive measurement error is considered Instead of the true duration times
T
i
 i       n the quantities T

i
are observed according to the relation
T
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Additionally the following assumptions are made
A V
i
 i       n are identically and independently distributed with mean m  IEV
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and variance v  IV V
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is independent of the rest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and U
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 j       n j  i and also independent of T
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or given W
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and Z
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Then one immediately gets
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These corrected mean and variance functions can directly be used to get the quasi
likelihood estimate for  in the case of no covariate measurement error ie whereX
i
W
i

If covariate measurement error is present fullling the assumption of section  then 	
and 	 can be combined with the relations 	 and 	 or 	 to calculate quasilikelihood
estimates from 	 For any accelerated failure time model the general formulas 	 and
	 for the measurement error corrected mean and variance functions straightforwardly
extend to
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Solving the corresponding quasiscore equation based on the observation T
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produces estimates which are corrected for additive measurement error in duration times
T
i
and in the covariates X
i
yielding mutatis mutandis the asymptotic properties stated
in proposition 
  Multiplicative measurement error in duration time
In many application another measurement model might be more plausible The dierence
T

i
T
i
	 between the observed and the true duration time may be taken as	 proportional
to the true duration time T
i
itself The longer the spell lasted the higher the measurement
error tends to be	 Then T
i
is subject to a multiplicative measurement error ie T

i
with
T

i
 V
i
  T
i
	

instead of T
i
is observed Again A and A are assumed but they have to be supple
mented by the requirement V
i
	  as i       n to exclude senseless results
If the ideal model in terms of T
i
 X
i
and Z
i
is of accelerated failure time type then the
model with incorrectly measured duration time T

i
is of quite a similar form Substituting
	 in 
	 leads to
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From A one knows that V
i
and 
i
are independent Therefore eg Karr 
Corollary  p 	 the variables exp r   
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are independent too Since they
further are independent of X
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 their conditional distribution given X
i
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i
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their unconditional distribution coincide and exp r   
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which can be used for quasilikelihood estimation if no covariate measurement error is
present
To incorporate additional covariate measurement error it is of importance that one is cum
grano salis led back to the general formula 	 The momentfunctions of the mismea
sured observable duration times with respect to the unobservable covariates are just of a
form very similar to the ideal moment functions in the model without measurement error
in the duration time Only the quantities c
r

	 appearing in 
	 have to be substituted
by the expression 
	 Since  c
r

	 still does not depend on the covariates the results
derived in section  on incorporating additive measurement error in a covariate fullling
assumption A to A cf section 	 remain valid without any restriction Therefore
after having appropriately substituted c
r

	 by  c
r

	 r   
 inserting the modied ver
sions of 	 and 	 into the corresponding quasiscore equation yields quasilikelihood
estimates for  They take into account the multiplicative measurement error in dura
tion time T
i
as well as the additive measurement error in the covariates X
i
 Since the
general framework is not left especially the useful asymptotic properties formulated in
proposition  are still guaranteed
 Diculties arising under censorship
While as the preceding section showed measurement error in the dependent variable
is easily incorporated another type of messy observations namely rightcensoring will
cause serious problems which immediately then questions the elegance and eciency of
the methodology The main aim of this section is to point out why under censorship the
approach comes up against limiting factors Also an idea how to eventually overcome the
diculties is briey discussed


 On the lacking of an ideal mean and variance function under
random censorship
Now observations might be rightcensored ie for i       n
Y
i
 minT
i
 C
i
	 and %
i
 I

fT
i
 C
i
g

is observed instead of T
i
 where C
i
is a random variable describing the censoring process
If covariate measurement error is present it seems to be straightforward to extend the
principal considerations of section  to bivariate observations Y
i
%
i
	 which is not the
main diculty however some care is needed with respect to the regularity conditions for
the asymptotics	 and then to proceed along the lines of the agenda listed at the end of
section  But even the rst of the steps listed there becomes problematic As will be
clear soon under censorship the ideal mean and variance functions prove to be dicult
to obtain
The problem one is confronted with here is that quite surprisingly one of the most
convenient properties of the likelihood does not carry over to quasilikelihood While 
under standard assumption on the censoring pattern  the likelihood does not depend on
the typically unknown censoring distribution the mean and variance functions do so in
quite an unpleasant way
To see this it is useful to briey recapitulate the derivation of the joint density f
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of an observation Y
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	 which is also equal to the likelihoodcontribution of the unit i
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g while
otherwise 
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 	 the value t
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is equivalent to fC
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g  fT
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 t
i
g Assuming random
censorship ie stochastic independence of T
i
and C
i
given the covariates	 and stochas
tic independence between C
i
and the covariates a noninformative censoringpattern	
yields the well known relation
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where in this subsection C
i
is taken as absolutely continuous with density f
C
i
 	 i 
     n
Assuming noninformative censorship the characteristics S
C
i
 	 and f
C
i
 	 of the censor
ing distribution enter the likelihood as proportionality factors So the distributions of the
censoring variables do not inuence the place of the maximum and therefore the inference
on the parameters
For the moments of Y
i
and %
i
 however the marginal densities given X
i
and Z
i
are
needed One obtains for instance for Y
i
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which depends on the unknown distribution of C
i
in quite a complex way The ideal
mean and variance functions cannot be determined a straightforward extension of the
procedure of section 
 and of the results gained there to random censorship is not
possible

  A look at single censoring
The previous subsection has shown without any ifs and buts that one cannot follow the
approach of section 
 without further assumptions or knowledge on the distribution of
the censoring variables So one will attempt to alleviate the problem by introducing some
additional assumptions on the censoring process which are as nonrestrictive as possible
One idea which seems to suggest itself is to try whether assuming typeIcensorship
does help to circumvent the problem To prepare this and to demonstrate a particular
limitation only a simplied version is discussed here namely the case of single censoring
truncation	 There the maximal time  under study is taken as xed because of ethical
or nancial restrictions or because for all units the study started and ended at the same
time	 Then the distributions of the censoring variables C
i
reduce to the onepoint mass
in  ie
P C
i
 t	 



 t  
if
 else
S
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t	 
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 t  
if
 else
The analogue to 
	 for the ideal moments then has the form
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The rst term is the partial moment IE
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to the upper limit  Trying to bring it into a form analogous to 	 yields
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and " as the appropriate transformation of  according to the rules for partial moments
At a rst glance this formula looks quite similar to 	 and the general form underlying
the results of the preceding sections seems to be reproduced again Nevertheless the
arguments used there are not applicable here The important dierence to above is that
now  in contrast to c
r

	 in 	  the factor "c
r
regularly depends via " #	 on the unob
servable covariate X
i
and the unknown parameters	 Because however the derivation of
the formulas 	 and 	 for measurement error corrected mean and variance functions
was essentially based on treating c
r

	 as xed with respect to X
i
 the general framework
developed in section  is not extensible to the situation considered now The dependence
of " on the covariates can be quite complex so that a general solution comprising all the
models looks to be unreachable For some particular distributions it seems nevertheless
possible to derive explicit solutions Generally situationspecic results gained by ap
proximations or numerical integration seem to be the best one can hope for the more as
also the second summand in 
	 may cause similar diculties
 
	 Conclusion
The quasilikelihood based method discussed here showed to be a promising tool for mea
surement error correction in accelerated failure time models without censoring So the
 

To avoid misunderstandings it may be noted that the mean and variance functions are aimed at
providing a manageable basis for measurement error correction In the case of correctly measured covari
ates the eort to determine the mean and variance functions seems to be superuous	 since then a full
likelihood analysis is feasible promising more ecient parameter estimation

measurement error problem in parametric duration models proves to be an instance sup
porting McCallaghs thesis that via quasilikelihood &    useful inferences are possible
even in problems for which a full likelihoodbased analysis is either intractable or impossi
ble with the given assumptions' McCallagh  p 
	 A general framework was
derived which even allows to deal simultaneously with covariate measurement error and
measurement error in the duration time itself The method is computationally tractable
Sound asymptotic properties of the resulting estimates were established proving that the
inconsistency in naive estimation is overcome and the method properly adjusts for mea
surement error Additionally also measurement error corrected moments of higher order
were derived which might be used to improve the eciency of the estimation further
The principles of the method are not restricted to accelerated failure time models the
procedure described here can be adopted to other duration models for instance to the
inverse Gaussian model
Here the whole argumentation was given in terms of the duration time T
i
 This is soto
say the natural scale which is more vivid for the generalization to other duration models
and for understanding the censoring process For accelerated failure time models it is an
open question in which situations it might be advantageous to base the consideration on
the related distribution 
i
and to use the linear relationship between lnT
i
and 
i
directly
for estimation
Some extensions of the measurement model which may be worth a more detailed study
have already been mentioned in section  Further work is needed to elaborate the han
dling of censored observations Section  has made it clear that a framework of a generality
comparable to the results of section 
 must not be expected In some situations eg in
the Weibull model	 the approach briey discussed in section 
 seems to provide feasible
explicit solutions which have to be further investigated Augustin 	 Two other at
tempts to handle censored observations should be nally mentioned It may be successful
to process semiparametric estimates of the censoring distribution based on a piecewise
exponential assumption	 or to work with BuckleyJameslike pseudoobservations Both
ideas showed some preliminary encouraging features but that research is too much in its
infancy to be reported here in more detail
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